
Numerial Simulation of Cavitation Bubbles byCompressible Two-Phase Fluids �Siegfried M�ullery, Philippe Helluyz, Josef BallmannxAbstratThe present work deals with the numerial investigation of ollapsingavitation bubbles in ompressible uids. Here the uid of a two-phasevapor-liquid mixture is modeled by a single ompressible medium. This isharaterized by the sti�ened gas law using di�erent material parametersfor the two phases.For the disretization of the sti�ened gas model the approah of Ab-grall and Saurel is employed where the ow equations, here the Eulerequations, for the onserved quantities are approximated by a �nite vol-ume sheme and an upwind disretization is used for the non-onservativetransport equations of the pressure law oeÆients. The original 1st or-der disretization is extended to higher order applying 2nd order ENOreonstrution to the primitive variables. The derivation of the non-onservative upwind disretization for the phase indiator, here the gasfration, is presented for arbitrary unstrutured grids.The eÆieny of the numerial sheme is signi�antly improved byemploying loal grid adaptation. For this purpose multisale-based gridadaptation is used in ombination with a multilevel time stepping strategyto avoid small time steps for oarse ells. The resulting numerial shemeis then applied to the numerial investigation of the ollapse of a vaporbubble in a free ow �eld and near to a rigid wall.1 IntrodutionThe formation of vapor bubbles in a liquid is alled avitation. The bubblesmay grow or ollapse. Lord Rayleigh disovered that pressure waves emittedduring proesses of avitation [Ray17℄ may damage solids, e.g., ship propellers.However, the mehanisms ausing the damage of the solid are far from beingompletely understood.Cavitation is indued by a pressure drop in the liquid below vapor pressure.Suh a pressure derease may our due to loal aeleration of the liquid owaused by geometrial onstraints, e.g., if the liquid ows through a narrow�This work has been performed with funding by the Deutshe Forshungsgemeinshaft inthe DFG-CNRS-Forshergruppe FOR 563 "Miro-Maro Modelling and Simulation of Liquid-Vapor Flows".yInstitut f�ur Geometrie und Praktishe Mathematik, RWTH Aahen, 52056 Aahen, Ger-many, mueller�igpm.rwth-aahen.dezIRMA, 7 rue Rene-Desartes, 67084 Strasbourg Cedex, Frane, helluy�math.u-strasbg.frxLehr- und Forshungsgebiet f�ur Mehanik, RWTH Aahen, 52064 Aahen, Germany,ballmann�lufmeh.rwth-aahen.de 1


